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Executive 

summary 

 

This document presents the final design and development of the solutions 

for the analysis of MENTs data repositories. 

The document, using the requirements presented in D2.1, analyses how the 

solutions envisioned by SMOODATA are able to solve the problems of the 

users. Then, it presents the design and final implementation status of the 

three different modules: 

 The methods for data ingestion: they allow MENTs to easily upload their 

data repositories to the SMOOTH platform. 

 The machine learning algorithms for personal data identification: they are 

able to identify data types protected by the GDPR into the complex 

datasets of the MENTs. 

 The re-identification risk analysis and recommendations for data 

minimization: they analyse the data repositories to find groups of fields 

that may identify different users. 

Moreover, the document provides links to different repositories that allow 

the download of the source code of the preliminary version of all the 

solutions developed within the WP4. 

Finally, it presents the conclusions obtained from the development of the 

tools. 

 

 

This deliverable reflects only the author’s view and the European Commission is not 

responsible for any use that may be made of the information it contains. (Art. 29.5) 

SMOOTH project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and 

innovation programme under grant agreement Nº 786741 (Art. 29.4) 
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1.- Introduction 

1.1.- SMOODATA: background and objectives 

This module analyses the personal information that MEnts are storing using as input the 

sample of customers' and providers’ information repository uploaded by the MEnts. It 

validates two very important principles of the GDPR that are highly relevant to MEnts. First, 

the module assesses if the MEnt has sufficient permission to store the information that it 

is actually storing. That is, whether the MEnts are only storing the personal data items 

declared in the consent documents (analysed by the previous module) or is storing personal 

data (by mistake) non-agreed by users in the consent documents with the customer 

personal data. We remind that the fine for not satisfying one of the conditions of lawful 

processing in GDPR Article 6 GDPR could go up to 4% of the annual income. Second, the 

module checks if the MEnt is applying the data minimisation principle (i.e., it is only storing 

the personal information required to run its business) and only that. To this end, the 

module uses as input the questionnaire provided by the MEnt upon registration in the 

SMOOTH platform. Third, the module identifies the presence of "Sensitive Personal Data" 

in the data repository. This type of data requires a special treatment (e.g., its sensitive 

personal data must be encrypted). The above analysis concludes by reporting whether the 

MEnt: 1) has sufficient consent from their customers, 2) applies the data minimisation 

principle and, 3) stores sensitive personal data. 

SMOODATA will use state of the art technology in the area of machine learning to identify 

personal data fields in the data repositories uploaded by MEnts. For instance, we plan to 

exploit the power of NLP techniques to analyse the data repositories, and develop methods 

for representing the MEnts data repositories as knowledge graphs. As the algorithms 

require to be trained with actual MEnts data, ESBA and FBA will collect such data from real 

MEnts. We are aware that the data can be quite heterogeneous, varying from simple plain 

text files, to structured files using widely adopted formats (e.g., Microsoft excel) and 

databases (e.g., MySQL database). SMOODATA will create suitable connectors for enabling 

automated data ingestion and processing for those formats.  

Moreover, the direct relation with the MEnts has exposed the limited knowledge of the 

systems and software they run and the data they store. To facilitate them the usage of the 

algorithms developed within the WP4 we will also create a list of tutorials that will allow 

them to easily get the data they store locally. 
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1.2.- Objectives of Deliverable 4.3 SMOODATA 

D4.3 updates the D4.2 with the changes in the design and the development on the last 

month of the project. As such, it shares the objectives of the D4.2 and present the final 

conclusion on the development of SMOODATA. The objectives of D4.3 are: 

 To consider the user requirements, the legal requirements, and the technical requirements 

to develop SMOODATA. 

 To update the system design and the APIs among the different components. 

 To present the code of the final solutions. 

 To present the conclusions obtained after the development of SMOODATA. 

1.3.- Updates from Deliverable 4.2 

Since D4.3 main function is to update D4.3, in this section we summarize the updates done 

to the document. 

1.3.1.- Methods for data ingestion 

General concepts changed: 

- Smooth always provide tutorials to convert relational databases. 

- SMOODATA normalizes automatically Excels and CSV files. 

- Questionnaire API stores the files in the file system to be used by SMOODATA when 

the questionnaire is finished (not sending directly to SMOODATA) 

In the proposed system. 

- Diagrams updated 

- Added screenshots of the EQ to explain how to use this part of the system. 

1.3.2.- Machine learning algorithms for personal data identification 

Changes in the code: 

- Added the Italian language 

- Added the English language 

- Added the Latvian language 

- Removed the identification of some data types of “special types of personal data” 

from the software” 

- Changed the REST API specification and relation with the platform 

Added content: 

- Complete guide for the extensibility of the platform 
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- Complex text analysis using NLP 

- Assessment and test section, including the plan for the continuous evaluation and 

update 

1.3.3.- Re-identification risk analysis and recommendation for data minimization 

General concepts: 

- Risk Assessment module has been simplified to just return an easy to understand 

category (Low, Medium, High). 

- The GUI components and the complex graph analysis has been removed and the 

risk category is now available in the Final report. 

 

Changes done in document: 

- Updated the proposed system and removed the recommendation part and the risk 

distribution graph part (Now the system just returns a simple category Low, 

Medium, High which is used in the report). 

- Updated the flow diagram accordingly. 

- The interface with external modules has been updated in section 4.4. Now there is 

only one interface with Result Workflow service. The Rest API specifications are also 

updated accordingly.  
 

1.4.- Relation with the requirements 

In every technical solution, the requirements of the final users are the initial point and the 

inspiration in the development of the algorithms. The SMOODATA algorithms are not an 

exception. In this section, we map the solutions developed within WP4 to the requirements 

identified in D2.1 that apply to the algorithms for personal data identification, and the re-

identification risk analysis. 

1.4.1.- Legal requirements: 

Requirement Relation to WP4 solution 

Lawfulness, fairness and transparency The process followed in WP4 has been 

checked and approved by 2 DPAs and the 

legal partners of the project. Moreover, the 

algorithms are documented and available 

to the MENTs participating in the pilots 
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Purpose limitation The data uploaded by MENTS will be used 

only to assess their GDPR compliance. 

Data minimisation The compliance report will provide 

information on the data minimization 

principle. Telling the users if they have data 

they may not need. 

Moreover, the re-identification risk 

analysis will help MENTs to understand the 

risks associated with the data they have. 

Allowing them to minimize the data they 

do not really need. 

Accuracy The algorithms have been developed in 

order to minimize the number of false 

negatives. Moreover, they have been 

tested with all the data uploaded so far by 

real MENTs to improve its results. 

However, an example will be provided 

together with the categories identified. 

This will allow the MENTs to understand 

the results provided. 

Storage limitation The data provided by the MENTs will only 

be stored while the MENTs are interacting 

with the platform, deleting it as soon as 

their assessment has finished.  

Integrity and confidentiality The data provided by the MENTs will not be 

shared with any third party.  Moreover, the 

automatic process will not be monitored by 

operators or any other human factor that 

may end in a data leakage. 

Accountability The contract signed by the MENTs define 

the accountability of the processors and 

controllers. 
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Lawfulness and the need for an 

appropriate lawful basis 

The legal partners involved in the project 

has checked and approved the process. 

Documentation of processing activities The process is documented and approved 

by the DPOs of the different parties 

involved in WP4. 

Security of processing The training of the algorithms is done in 

secure computers placed both at NEC and 

EUT premises. The final platform will run in 

a cloud service. All the communication will 

be done using encrypted channels.  

Notification of personal data breaches While personal data breaches are not 

expected. They will be notified in the case 

they happen. 

 

1.4.2.- MENTS requirements: 

Requirement Relation to WP4 solution 

GDPR Assistance As a big majority of the MENTs require, the 

algorithms of WP4 works automatically 

giving them a fast answer. Moreover, we 

also provide a more complex data-

minimization platform to help them 

understanding their data in case they have a 

bigger interest. 

Time spent in SMOOTH Platform The simple process followed in WP4 (the 

users upload data and get an inform) will 

allow them to expend as less time as 

possible in the platform. However, for the 

50% of MENT that are willing to expend 

more than 30 minutes in the platform we 

provide the re-identification risk GUI where 
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they can better understand the risk 

associated with the data they store.  

Report Generation Time The algorithms of WP4 require less than 10 

minutes to be executed. 

Affordable The automatization of the process allows a 

cheap processing without the need of 

human intervention. Moreover, the 

different algorithms of WP4 are designed in 

a modular way that allows to extend it in an 

easy way (or only use a partial version of the 

solution to avoid the usage of a lot of cloud 

resources). 

Compliance GDPR - templates - content Following the advises of WP2 the results will 

be fully GDPR compliant. 

Plain Language The report generated in WP6 will use plain 

language. Moreover, since WP4 will provide 

examples from the user database, it will be 

easy to understand the results. 

Usability WP4 platform accepts the most common file 

format used by MENTs to store data (excel), 

moreover, it also provide a set of tutorials to 

obtain the data of different commercial 

software in csv format, also supported by 

the platform. The process followed by WP4 

is simple, moreover we provide a set of 

tutorials to help them obtaining the 

datasets. 

 

1.4.3.- Technical requirements: 

Requirement Relation to WP4 solution 
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SMOOTH users shall upload their 

company small databases to the SMOOTH 

Platform. 

Connectors are provided to allow users to 

upload their databases. Moreover, we will 

provide them with different tutorials that 

will allow them to easily obtain the data 

from the most common backend systems. 

SMOOTH users can give access to some 

databases (MySQL) without uploading the 

whole database. 

After directly speaking with different 

MENTs we realized it is difficult for them 

provide access to their databases due to 

their limited technical knowledge. 

However, the tutorials provided will help 

the users obtaining the data themselves. 

The system should be easy enough to be 

used for people without computer science 

knowledge. 

The process is limited to the filling of a form 

and the “drag and drop” of a file into a 

website. 

The system should provide an easy to 

understand report describing the personal 

data found by the ML engine. 

Applicable to WP6. However, WP4 will 

provide examples of the data types 

identified to facilitate its understanding. 

Users from MEnts will be able to identify 

which attributes of their datasets are able 

to identify individuals. 

This requirement has been updated, the 

system just gives an easy to understand re-

identification risk category of the data. 

Which will give the MEnts the ability to 

identify if the data set is secure enough to 

share with third party. 

SMOODATA will be able to remove the 

attributes identified as personal 

identifiers, together with potential quasi-

identifiers. 

This requirement has been removed, since 

the MENTs participating in the pilots do not 

require it and it added complexity to the 

platform and understanding of the results 

(The whole GUI of re-identification risks 

was removed). 

Users from MEnts and allowed third 

parties will be able to access to 

This requirement has been removed, since 

the MENTs participating in the pilots do not 

require it and it added complexity to the 
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aggregations of the data without any loss 

in the privacy of individuals. 

platform and understanding of the results 

(The whole GUI of re-identification risks 

was removed). 

 

2.- SMOODATA: Methods for data ingestion 

SMOODATA is using two different data ingestion methods to collect the required data. The 

Smooth platform is responsible for providing these methods that allow users to upload files 

to the platform. The first one consists on sending one or multiple files using the Smooth 

front-end (through a drag-and-drop component). This option will be taken by those MENTs 

which still use xls, xlsx (file extensions for Microsoft Excel) or csv (comma-separated values) 

file formats for storing customers and providers’ information. Alternatively, those MENTs 

using relational databases will have to use a tutorial depending on the used database 

engine and generate a data file which will be upload again through the drag and drop 

component.   Originally, the solution was based on downloading a local connector that 

could connect to the database. Nevertheless, this option added some extra complexity 

which could cause confusion among the users and involve a feeling of privacy intrusion 

since user had no control over what the connector was collecting from their databases. 

 

2.1.- System Goals and Objectives 

This module of SMOODATA is responsible for collecting all the required data, which would 

be made available to all other modules on the platform. This process is performed by two 

different data ingestion methods. The platform allows to upload files (xls, xlsx and csv) 

using the custom drag and drop component available during the answer questionnaire 

stage. For other types of database, some tutorials are provided which will allow the users 

to generate a file containing information related to their local relational databases. This file 

will be sent finally to the platform using again the upload component. This process is 

described in the flow diagram shown in the following section. 
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2.2.- Module Functionality 

 

 

2.3.- Proposed System 

Smooth platform architecture includes some of the Netflix OSS components such as Zuul. 

For this reason, the back-end is based on Spring Cloud Netflix which integrates all these 

existing components.  Zuul is a gateway service that provides dynamic routing, monitoring, 

resiliency and security. It will be responsible for dealing with all the incoming requests 

generated by the web client (front-end) and route them to the correct back-end service. 

Thus, the proposed system for uploading files (representing databases) has been 

implemented as follows: 

1) User are able to upload multiple files throughout the entry questionnaire using 

the custom Drag-and-Drop component available from the web UI:  
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2) Web Client generates a multipart request to the Zuul API Gateway. It is important 

to note that this is the unique entry point to the platform so all requests sent to the 

back-end must go through this component. 

3) Zuul Reverse Proxy captures the request and stores it in the file system, which can 

only be accessed by the different modules of the platform. 

4) The backend API process the file:  

a. It calls the conversion service, which analyses and converts the format of 

the Excel and CSV file into a normalised CSV format.  

b. Then it stores the file in the file system, which can only be accessed by the 

different modules of the platform. 

5) When the questionnaire is finished it notifies to the Workflow service and it notifies 

to the SMOODATA module. 
 

 

 

As described in previous sections, the platform will provide different export data 

tutorials that will be able to be downloaded from user UI, in the current version we have 

four tutorials (Moodle, Mysql, phpMyAdmin and Prestashop), more tutorials to support 

new databases or commercial software can be added easily to the questionnaire if we 
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detect users who need them. These documents will help the users to follow the correct 

steps to get a correct data dump file.  Once users generate this file, it can be uploaded to 

the platform through the drag and drop component. The screenshot below shows where 

are the tutorials in the Entry Questionnaire: 

 

Thus, the following diagram shows a high level overview of both data ingestion 

methods:  
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2.4.- Interfaces to other modules or external systems 

The following table describes the end-point used by the front-end for uploading files 

(databases for this specific case). This http multipart request is processed through the Rest 

API Gateway and stored securely in the server file system, which will be used later when 

the entry questionnaire is fully answered. 

Method/URL [POST] /api/module/{moduleId}/database 

Description  POST Request used for uploading database files to the platform 

     Request Body 

Name Description 

 

The body of the message consists of one or more sections, each part starting with 

two dashes (--) followed by the boundary text. After the last section, to signal the 

end of the multipart/form-data message, the boundary is added again.  

    Response Body 

Name Description 

success Informs about the upload process result (true/false) 

message Add information about the upload process result 

Example 

Method/URL [POST] /api/module/{moduleId}/database 

Header 
Authorization:  Bearer <accessToken> 

Content-type: multipart/form-data;boundary="MyBoundary" 

Body 

 

--MyBoundary 

Content-Disposition: form-data; name="fileName" filename="fileName.docx" 

 

--MyBoundary— 
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Response 

{   

    "success":"true", 

    "message":"File uploaded successfully" 

} 

 

 

2.5.- Conversion Service 

We added a new service to the system to analyse and convert Excel and CSV files to a 

normalised CSV file. This service has been added to detach the file format of the user from 

the SMOODATA algorithms, the goal is to have only one version of the algorithms and not 

different versions for different formats, allowing in top of that to make it easier to adapt to 

a new format that eventually can come from users without modifying the algorithms. 

CSV files can be formatted in several ways, so dealing with CSV formats is a problem itself, 

to solve it we use the solution proposed in the document Wrangling Messy CSV Files by 

Detecting Row and TypePatterns1. This solution evaluates the document to find the codec 

used, but also the delimiters and CSV format of the file uploaded. 

2.6.- Limitations 

Drag-and-drop component performs an initial validation in order to ensure the correct file 

extensions (Excel, CSV) and a valid file size. These validations are done before generating 

the multipart-request to the platform, also it call the conversion service (from Excel and 

different CSV types to a normalized CSV), this will avoid possible failures on the server side. 

The platform will provide some export tutorials for the most common and popular 

relational databases, such as MySQL, Moodle, Prestashop…. Nevertheless, as soon as 

questionnaire answers are collected from MENTs, this collection of documents could be 

updated with new types of databases.  

 

                                                 

1 van den Burg, G. J., Nazabal, A., & Sutton, C. (2019). Wrangling messy CSV files by detecting row 

and type patterns. Data Mining and Knowledge Discovery, 33(6), 1799-1820. 
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2.7.- Source Code 

The current source code can be found in https://ice.eurecat.org/gitlab/consultoria-

tecnologica/smooth the repository access can be requested to rosa.araujo@eurecat.org. 

 

2.8.- Deployment 

The deploy code can be found in https://gitlab.com/smooth-platform/smooth-cloud-

platform.git, the access to this repository access can be requested to 

ekotsifakos@lstechltd.co.uk. 

 

To deploy the platform, the next commands has to be executed: 

cd smooth-cloud-platform/deployment/back-end/ 

docker-compose -f docker-compose-smooth-pro.yml up -d --build 

 

3.- SMOODATA: Machine learning algorithms for personal data 

identification 

The machine learning algorithms for personal data identification will be used in order to 

detect every piece of personal information stored into the MENTs databases. To this end, 

a combination of different machine learning techniques will be used. 

3.1.- System Goals and Objectives 

SMOODATA will discover, research and train machine learning algorithms specially tailored 

to identify the different kinds of personal data that may be available in the databases and 

files of the Micro-enterprises participating in the different Smooth pilots. 

In particular, the algorithms designed will focus on the identification of the data types 

identified in D2.1 as part of the former reporting system of AEPD: 

Data Categories 

https://ice.eurecat.org/gitlab/consultoria-tecnologica/smooth
https://ice.eurecat.org/gitlab/consultoria-tecnologica/smooth
mailto:rosa.araujo@eurecat.org._x0005__x0005_
https://gitlab.com/smooth-platform/smooth-cloud-platform.git
https://gitlab.com/smooth-platform/smooth-cloud-platform.git
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POLITICAL OPINION 
PERSONAL UNIQUE 

REGISTER 

TRADE UNION 

MEMBERSHIP 
NAME AND SURNAME 

RELIGIOUS BELIEFS HEATH CARD 

PHILOSOPHICAL 

BELIEFS 
POSTAL ADDRESS 

RACIAL OR ETHNIC 

ORIGIN 
PHONE NUMBER 

HEALTH SIGNATURE 

SEXUAL LIFE IMAGE / VOICE 

CRIMINAL OFFENCES  

ADMINISTRATIVE 

OFFENCES 

ELECTRONIC 

SIGNATURE 

TIN-Tax ID NUMBER FINGERPRINT 

SOCIAL SECURITY 

NUMBER 

OTHER BIOMETRIC 

DATA 

Table 1: Data categories the algorithms will identify 

However, several of those categories are not supported by the platform since they are 

included in the list of “special categories of sensitive data”, those categories are Health 

information, sexual life and criminal/administrative offences. Even when those categories 

are not included because the risk of uploading such data to the platform is bigger than the 

benefits of the SMOOTH processing, we provide a guide and software that allows the easy 

extension of the platform to can include them. 
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3.2.- Module Functionality 

The main functionality of the Machine learning algorithms is the identification of the 

personal data into the datasets provided by the MENTs. To this end, several algorithms will 

be developed and combined in order to obtain a better accuracy. 

This module receives the data preprocessed by the data connectors and after the 

application of all the algorithms will output a list with the types of personal data identified 

together with some examples of that types of data that may help the MENTs understanding 

the final results provided by the platform. 

As explained in Section 3.1 different data types has been identified a priori, and for each 

one of them the module will indicate whether that kind of personal data has been identified 

into the datasets. 

This module will pass over the different data fields in order to understand the structure of 

the database analyzed. 

 

Figure 1: Flowchart of the data analysis 
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To this end, the code will pass thought the rows and columns of the dataset analyzing them 

one by one. The specific implementation of the analysis will be presented in the Section 

3.3. 

Finally, the identified structure will be analyzed in order to create the results and 

communicate it to the Smooth platform (and the re-identification risk tool) thought the API 

defined in D6.1. 

3.3.- Proposed System 

SMOODATA will develop and train different algorithms able to detect the different 

categories of personal data defined in D2.1 and mentioned above in Table 1. 

In this section, we describe the different algorithms developed in order to identify the 

different kinds of data covered by SMOOTH. We refer to those algorithms as classifiers. In 

Figure 1, those classifiers would be included in the “analyze field” process, that includes 

the main intelligence of the system. 

All the different classifiers will be applied to every piece of information into the MENTs` 

databases. That is, our system will loop through the whole dataset analyzing every piece of 

information separately. This way the system will try to infer the category of a subset of 

information and will mark it as belonging to one (or more) of the predefined categories if 

the percentage of information into that subset is over a threshold that has been empirically 

calculated. A threshold between 15% and 40% has provided a good compromise between 

false positives and false negatives. Finally, we have selected a threshold of 20% to be 

reported in the final compliance report. 

After analyzing the types of data to be analyzed, we realize most of them are very 

dependent on the country/language of the data used. For example, the names are typically 

different in different regions or the telephone number follow different patterns in different 

countries. 

To correctly cover all the languages involved in this project (English, Spanish, Italian and 

Latvian) we will develop different solutions for each one of them. The previous version of 

this deliverable (D4.2) presented the solutions adopted for Spanish, in this document (D4.3) 

we present the solution for all the Languages. Moreover, D4.3 presents the strategy we 

have followed to evaluate and fine tune the proposed solution using real data. 

3.3.1.- General solutions 

Following, seven data types will be treated equally in every language: 
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3.3.1.1.- Email Address 

The email address follows a very well-known format internationally defined. In order to 

identify if a piece of text is a mail address or not we will apply the following regular 

expression: 

r"(^[a-zA-Z0-9_.+-]+@[a-zA-Z0-9-]+\.[a-zA-Z0-9-.]+$)" 

It checks that the mail has the following format UserName@domain.domain and it works 

to identify most of the mail addresses in the world. 

3.3.1.2.- Personal Unique Register 

For every column that has not been identified as any other data type, we calculate if all the 

values are different. In that case, we report it as a possible personal unique identifier. It is 

possible that we identify other values as unique that are not actually IDS (i.e., prices of 

objects), but we prefer to report them as possible personal unique registers to avoid false 

negatives. 

3.3.1.3.- Signature, Image, Voice, Electronic Signature, Fingerprint and other Biometric data 

The SMOOTH platform will limit its work to the identification of data types different from 

text (i.e., images, binary data, video…), indicating the user that kind of data is not supported 

since it may include multiple data types. 

 

3.3.2.- Spanish 

Following we present a design of the methods to be used for the different data types: 

3.3.2.1.- Political Opinion 

We created a dictionary with terms related to the political opinion of the users. In this case, 

our dictionary includes the following terms: 

absolutismo dictadura nacionalismo 

anarquismo igualitarismo oligarquía 

aristocracia fascismo populismo 

autocracia imperialismo socialismo 

capitalismo liberalismo teocracia 

mailto:UserName@domain.domain
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comunismo marxismo totalitarismo 

conservatismo maoísmo trotskismo 

democracia monarquía libertad 

igualdad autoridad propiedad 

fraternidad jerarquía  

 

Our system will look if those tokens are usually included in a specific field into the database. 

3.3.2.2.- Religious Beliefs 

Similar to the political opinion we will do a dictionary search with the following terms: 

Baha hinduismo sintoísmo 

Budismo islam Sijismo 

cristianismo Jainismo Taoísmo 

confucionismo judaísmo Zoroastrismo 

 

3.3.2.3.- Racial or Ethnic Origin 

Same as the previous cases, for the Racial or Ethnic origin we will use a dictionary including 

difference races and terms to define the ethnic origin of people in Spanish (including some 

pejorative terms that may be used): 

blanco negro chino 

gitano marroqui moro 

sudamericano sudaca caucasico 

indio Africano subsahariano 
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3.3.2.4.- Tin-Tax Id Number 

The Spanish ID number have a very special format. It always has nine digits, all numeric but 

the last one (and the first one in the case of non-Spanish people). Moreover, there is a 

special relation between the numeric values and the final letter. 

Our method checks the length of the field and calculate the module after dividing the 

number part by 23, named position. Then it checks if the final letter corresponds with 

position in the following list: 

TRWAGMYFPDXBNJZSQVHLCKE 

If the letter matches with the one in the list, we know the number is a Spanish ID. 

3.3.2.5.- Social Security Number 

Similar to the Spanish ID number, the Social Security Number has a very specific format 

with first 2 digits that correspond to the region, following 8 digits are the user number and 

last 2 digits are control digits. Moreover, it can be expressed together or separately. For 

example: 

Separately: 28 / 12345678 / 40 

Together: 281234567840 

After removing the possible slashes and spaces, we treat each of the parts separately. 

Calling them Region, User and Control. 

The Control is calculated differently depending on the value of User. If User is smaller than 

10 million, Control is the module of dividing Region+User*10000000 by 97. If the number 

is bigger than 10 million we only need to compute the module of dividing Region+User by 

97. 

If the control number matches with the data we are sure that it is a correct Spanish social 

security number. 

3.3.2.6.- Name and Surname 

For the Name and Surname identification we will make use of dictionary with the most 

common names and surnames in Spain. To obtain a meaningful dataset we leverage the 

content provided by the Spanish National Statistics Institute (INE for its name in Spanish)2. 

                                                 

2 

https://www.ine.es/dyngs/INEbase/es/operacion.htm?c=Estadistica_C&cid=1254736177009&menu

=resultados&idp=1254734710990 

https://www.ine.es/dyngs/INEbase/es/operacion.htm?c=Estadistica_C&cid=1254736177009&menu=resultados&idp=1254734710990
https://www.ine.es/dyngs/INEbase/es/operacion.htm?c=Estadistica_C&cid=1254736177009&menu=resultados&idp=1254734710990
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The INE provide a list with the names and surnames used by more than 20 people in Spain. 

It allows us to cover most of the possible names in Spain. In this case, we have generated 

2 dictionaries including thousands of names (and surnames).  

3.3.2.7.- Heath Card 

In Spain, the Heath system is included into the social security number. Thus, the number is 

the same in both cases. 

3.3.2.8.- Postal Address 

For the postal address we check that the format includes a combination of number, 

commas, numbers and at least the name of one of the cities in Spain as obtained from the 

following list: https://www.ine.es/daco/daco42/codmun/codmun11/11codmun.xls  

3.3.2.9.- Phone Number 

The telephone numbers in Spain are formed by nine digits and all of them starts with 6, 7 

(for mobile lines), 8 or 9 (for fixed lines). Moreover, they may include the country code. 

Thus, we will apply the following regular expression to check if a number is a Spanish 

telephone number or not. 

^(\+34|0034|34)?[\s|\-|\.]?[6|7|8|9][\s|\-|\.]?([0-9][\s|\-|\.]?){8}$ 

 

3.3.3.- Italian 

Following we present a design of the methods to be used for the different data types, 

following the example of the Spanish case: 

3.3.3.1.- Political Opinion 

We created a dictionary with terms related to the political opinion of the users. In this case, 

our dictionary includes the following terms: 

assolutismo fascismo teocrazia marxista 

anarchia imperialismo totalitarismo populista 

aristocrazia liberalismo trotskismo Movimento 

Cinque Stelle 

autocrazia marxismo partito Lega Nord 

https://www.ine.es/daco/daco42/codmun/codmun11/11codmun.xls
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capitalismo maoismo repubblicano Partito 

Democratico 

comunismo monarquia sinistre Forza Italia 

conservatorismo nazionalismo destra Fratelli d'Italia 

democrazia oligarchia fascista Italia Viva 

dittatura populismo liberale Comunista 

egalitarismo socialismo socialista Cambiamo! 

 

Our system will look if those tokens are usually included in a specific field into the database. 

3.3.3.2.- Religious Beliefs 

Similar to the political opinion we will do a dictionary search with the following terms: 

Baha ebraicità moro 

buddismo shintoismo islamico 

cristianesimo Sikhismo buddista 

confucianesimo Taoismo musulmano 

induismo Zoroastrismo musulmana 

Islam Catolico Ramadan 

giainismo cristiano moro 

 

3.3.3.3.- Racial or Ethnic Origin 

Same as the previous cases, for the Racial or Ethnic origin we will use a dictionary including 

difference races and terms to define the ethnic origin of people in Italian (including some 

pejorative terms that may be used): 
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bianco mora africana 

bianca Sudamericano sub-sahariano 

nero Sudamericana sub-sahariana 

nera ingrassatore magrebi 

cinese caucasico gara 

zingaro caucasica arabe 

zingara indiano asiatico 

marroqui Indiana asiatica 

moro africano  

 

3.3.3.4.- Tin-Tax Id Number, Social Security Number and Heath Card 

The Italian ID “Codice Fiscale” is the only ID number used in Italy, valid both for the tax 

purposes or the registration with the health system. It is composed by letters and number 

matching the following regular expression: 

 

^[A-Z]{6}[0-9]{2}([A-E]|[HLMPRST])[0-9]{2}[A-Z][0-9]([A-Z]|[0-9])[0-9][A-Z]$ 

 

Every combination of numbers and letters matching the expression is identified as a “codice 

fiscale”. 

3.3.3.5.- Name and Surname 

For the Name and Surname identification we will make use of dictionary with the most 

common names and surnames in Italy. The names and surnames were collected by crawling 

the Italian Wikipedia looking for names and surnames. 

Specifically, we obtained most of the names from the ones published in 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Italian_name. Moreover, since that list was small (compared 

with the ones used for the other languages, we are doing a continuous enrichment on the 

list using the information uploaded by different MENTs to the platform. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Italian_name
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3.3.3.6.- Postal Address 

For the postal address we check that the format includes a combination of number, 

commas, numbers and at least the name of one of the cities in Italy as obtained from the 

following list:  

https://www.britannica.com/topic/list-of-cities-and-towns-in-Italy-2047404 

Moreover, we check one of the following street modifiers is present: 

 

calle, campiello, campo, carraia, carrarone, chiasso, circondario, circonvallazione, contrà, contrada, 

corso, diga, discesa, frazione, giardino, largo, località, lungoargine, lungolago, lungomare, maso, 

parallela, passeggiata, piazza, piazzale, piazzetta, rotonda, salita, strada, stradella, stradello, 

traversa, via, viale, vico, vicoletto, vicolo, vietta, viottolo, viuzza, viuzzo 

 

3.3.3.7.- Phone Number 

The telephone numbers in Italian follows the following regular expression:  

 

^(\((00|\+)39\)|(00|\+)39)?(38[890]|34[4-90]|36[680]|33[13-

90]|32[89]|35[01]|37[019])\d{6,7}$ 

 

Thus, we apply that regular expression to check if a number is an Italian telephone number 

or not. 

 

3.3.4.- English 

In the case of the English version, we have to adapt some of the solutions to the different 

countries in the EU where English is the main language. In particular, we adapt some of the 

solutions to Ireland and UK. 

 

3.3.4.1.- Political Opinion 

We created a dictionary with terms related to the political opinion of the users. In this case, 

our dictionary includes the following terms: 

https://www.britannica.com/topic/list-of-cities-and-towns-in-Italy-2047404
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absolutism fascism Conservative social 

anarquism imperialism Labour Renua 

aristocracy liberalism Liberal Aontú 

autocracy marxism Democratic  

capitalism nacionalism Unionist  

comunism populism Sinn Féin  

conservatism socialism brexit  

democracy teocracy Alliance  

dictatorship totalitarism Fine Gael  

igualitarism Trotskism Fianna Fáil  

 

Our system will look if those tokens are usually included in a specific field into the database. 

3.3.4.2.- Religious Beliefs 

Similar to the political opinion we will do a dictionary search with the following terms: 

Christianity muslim Jainism 

Christian ramadan catholic 

Islam orthodox Presbyterian 

Islamic mormonism apostolical 

Hinduism mormon evangelical 

Hindu baptist anglican 

Sikhism methodism jacobite 
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Judaism methodist atheist 

Jex protestant agnostic 

Buddhism baha Buddhist 

 

3.3.4.3.- Racial or Ethnic Origin 

Same as the previous cases, for the Racial or Ethnic origin we will use a dictionary including 

difference races and terms to define the ethnic origin of people in Italian (including some 

pejorative terms that may be used): 

white hispanic asian 

black indian italian 

chinese pakistani persian 

gipsy caucasic spanish 

arab latino native 

race mestizo  

african mulatto  

 

3.3.4.4.- Tin-Tax Id Number, Social Security Number and Heath Card 

In Ireland it only exists a number that is used for all the contact with the administration and 

it follows the following regular expression: 

 

^(\d{7})([A-Z]{1,2})$ 

 

For the UK the NHS number is a 10-digit number without a special format. In the case of 

the tax ID, it matches the following regex: 
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^ (?!BG)(?!GB)(?!NK)(?!KN)(?!TN)(?!NT)(?!ZZ)[A - Z & & [ ^ DFIQUV]][A - Z & & [ ^ 

DFIOQUV]][0 - 9]{6}[A - D]$ 

 

3.3.4.5.- Name and Surname 

For the Name and Surname identification we will make use of dictionary with the most 

common names and surnames in English as we did for the other languages. The most 

comprehensive list of English names and surnames is published by the US census, that 

makes available a list with all the names and surnames used by more than 10 people. The 

list can be found in 

https://www.census.gov/topics/population/genealogy/data/2010_surnames.html . 

 

3.3.4.6.- Postal Address 

For the postal address we check that the format includes a combination of number, 

commas, numbers and at least the name of one of the cities in UK or Ireland as obtained 

from the following list:  

http://premierinsulations.com/locations/ for Ireland 

https://www.britannica.com/topic/list-of-cities-and-towns-in-the-United-Kingdom-

2034188 for UK 

 

Moreover, we check one of the following street modifiers is present: 

 

Alley, Allee, Ally, Aly, Annex, Anex, Annx, Anx, Apartment, Approach, Arcade, Arc, Avenue, Av, Ave, 

Aven, Aven, Avn, Avnue, Barrel, Bayo, Bayoo, Beach, Bch, Bend, Bnd, Bluff, Blf, Bluf, Bottom, 

Boulevard, Boule, Blvrd, Blvd, Bvrd, Box, Bow, Branch, Bridge, Brook, Burg, Bypass, Camp, Can, 

Canoe, Canyon, Cape, Cartway, Causeway, Center, Chain, Circle, Cliff, Club, Cobble, Common, 

Condos, Corns, Corner, Cottage, Course, Court, Ct, Cove, Creek, Crescent, Crest, Crosscut, Crossing, 

Crossroad, Curve, Dale, Dam, Divide, Drive, East, Edge, Estate, Expressway, Extension, Fall, Fence, 

Ferry, Field, Flat, Ford, Forest, Forge, Fork, Fort, Freeway, Front, Garden, Gate, Gateway, Glass, 

Glen, Green, Grove, Harbor, Haven, Heights, Highlands, Highway, Hill, Hollow, Horn, Inlet, Island, 

Isle, Joist, Jump, Junction, Kame, Key, Knoll, Lake, Land, Landing, Lane (Ln), Lanterns, Lawn, Latch, 

Leaf, Light, Loaf, Lock, Lodge, Loop, Mall, Manor, Meadow, Meadows, Mews, Mill, Mission, 

Motorway, Mount, Mountain, Neck, Nook, North, Northeast, Northwest, Orchard, Oval, Overpass, 

Park, Parkway, Pass, Passage, Passway, Pasture, Path, Perch, Pudding, Pike, Pine, Pipes, Place, Plain, 

Plate, Plaza, Point, Pointe, Port, Post, Prairie, Radial, Ramp, Ranch, Rapid, Reach, Rear, Rest, Ridge, 

https://www.census.gov/topics/population/genealogy/data/2010_surnames.html
http://premierinsulations.com/locations/
https://www.britannica.com/topic/list-of-cities-and-towns-in-the-United-Kingdom-2034188
https://www.britannica.com/topic/list-of-cities-and-towns-in-the-United-Kingdom-2034188
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Rise, River, Road, Rock, Route, Row, Run,Shale, Shoal, Shore, Skyway, Sorrel, South, Southeast, 

Southwest, Sprig, Spring, Spur, Square, Station, Stick, Stone, Stravenue, Stream, Street (St),Stroll, 

Summit, Terrace, Trellis, Throughway, Throw, Trace, Track, Trafficway, Trail, Trailer, Tunnel, 

Turnpike, Underpass, Union, Vale, Valley, Viaduct, View, Villa, Village, Ville, Vista, Walk, Wall, Way, 

Waye, Well, Wells, West, Wind, Wood, Wharf, Yard 

 

3.3.4.7.- Phone Number 

The telephone numbers in UK and Ireland follows the following regular expression:  

 

^((07|00447|\+447)\d{9}|(08|003538|\+3538)\d{8,9})$ for Ireland 

 

^((\(?0\d{4}\)?\s?\d{3}\s?\d{3})|(\(?0\d{3}\)?\s?\d{3}\s?\d{4})|(\(?0\d{2}\)?\s?\d{4}\s?\d

{4}))(\s?\#(\d{4}|\d{3}))?$ for the UK 

 

3.3.5.- Latvian 

Finally, we explain the methods used for Latvian.  

 

3.3.5.1.- Political Opinion 

We created a dictionary with terms related to the political opinion of the users. In this case, 

our dictionary includes the following terms: 

nacionals parlaments politisko 

kreiss Saeima partiju 

labejs ministrija apvienība 

liberals Ministru kabinets Attīstībai/Par! 

centrisks deputats Attīstībai 

ekstrems deputata kandidats Par! 

socialdemokrats velešanas Jaunā 
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prokrievisks Latviešu Nacionālisti Saskaņa 

prorietumniecisks ATBILDĪBA Ventspilij 

bezpartejisks sociāldemokrātiska  

 

Our system will look if those tokens are usually included in a specific field into the database. 

 

3.3.5.2.- Religious Beliefs 

Similar to the political opinion we will do a dictionary search with the following terms: 

kristietiba musulmanis protestantisms 

kristietis ramadans protestants 

islams pareizticiba bahaisms 

islamticigais pareizticigais džainisms 

hinduisms mormonisms katolicisms 

hinduists mormonis presbiterianisms 

sikhisms baptisms apustulisks 

Judaisms baptists evangelisks 

ebrejs metodisms anglikanis 

budisms metodists jakobits 

 

3.3.5.3.- Racial or Ethnic Origin 

Same as the previous cases, for the Racial or Ethnic origin we will use a dictionary including 

difference races and terms to define the ethnic origin of people in Italian (including some 

pejorative terms that may be used): 
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baltadains spanis mulati 

melnadains spanu izcelsmes pamatiedzivotajs 

kinietis latinamerikanis azietis 

cigans indianis italis 

arabs pakistanietis persietis 

rase kaukazietis  

afrikanis metisi  

 

3.3.5.4.- Tin-Tax Id Number, Social Security Number and Heath Card 

Like in Italy or Ireland, Latvia uses a single number for the tax declaration and the health 

care. In the case of the Latvian ID number, it is formed by 2 numbers with a hyphen in the 

middle where the first number is composed by 6 digits and the second one is composed by 

5 digits.  

 

3.3.5.5.- Name and Surname 

For the of the Name and Surname identification we will make use of dictionary with the 

most common names and surnames in Latvian as we did for the other languages.  

It was impossible to find a public list of Latvian names and surnames so we implemented a 

crawler to obtain as many names and surnames from the Internet. As such, our crawler was 

designed to download the names from this website: 

https://www.pmlp.gov.lv/lv/sakums/statistika/personvardu-datu-baze/ 

 

Moreover, for the testing of the platform, the Latvian government provided us with a list 

with all the surnames of people in the Latvia historically. However, that list cannot be made 

publicly available since it may contain surnames of people identifying a single individual in 

the country. 

 

https://www.pmlp.gov.lv/lv/sakums/statistika/personvardu-datu-baze/
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3.3.5.6.- Postal Address 

For the postal address we check that the format includes a combination of number, 

commas, numbers and at least the name of one of the cities in Latvia, again, it was 

impossible to find a list with all the towns and cities in the country, so we crawled the ones 

available in this website: https://pasts.lv/lv/kategorija/pasta_indeksa_meklesana/ 

 

Moreover, we check one of the following street modifiers is present: 

 

iela, bulvaris, krastmala, prospekts, gatve, dambis, aleja, škersiela, linija, laukums 

 

3.3.5.7.- Phone Number 

The telephone numbers in Latvian follow the following regular expression:  

 

^(\+371|00371|371)?[\s|\-|\.]?[2|3|5|6|7][\s|\-|\.]?([0-9][\s|\-|\.]?){7}$ 

 

3.4.- Extending the solution 

The software developed to detect the personal data in databases has been designed in a 

modular way to allow the easy extension of the solution. 

The code is launched using the main.py file using python3. It makes use of following three 

other modules: 

Config. it includes all the configuration parameters of the program. Right now, it includes 

the path were the data is stored and the URL the module should connect to send the 

results. 

Engines. it includes the engines to detect personal data in different languages. The main.py 

files loads the “EngineWrapper” class, in charge of loading the different engines developed. 

Server. It includes all the communication functions of the module. It provides the API 

functionalities and it is in charge of sending the results. 

 

https://pasts.lv/lv/kategorija/pasta_indeksa_meklesana/
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Figure 2: Schema of the modules in the Software to identify personal data 

 

Figure 2 shows the interactions among the different modules.  

 

3.4.1.- Modifying the communication. 

All the communication is handled through the sever module. The server module is 

implemented using the Tornado3 module of python. It is designed to accept GET requests 

in different end points. So far it accepts the following 3 parameters: 

Country: the ISO 3166-1 Alpha2 code of the country. It is used to select the engine to 

analyze the data. 

ID: The ID of the MENT to be analyzed. It is used to return the correct results after the 

analysis is finished. 

dataPath: The relative path where the data to be analyzed is stored. It will be added to the 

relative path indicated in the config module. 

 

                                                 

3 https://www.tornadoweb.org/ 

https://www.tornadoweb.org/
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The server will run the analysis of the data (calling the correct engine) and send a json the 

result back to the URL indicated in the config module.  

 

3.4.2.- Adding new languages. 

The SMOOTH platform and demonstration will support the three languages foreseeing in 

the Grant Agreement (English, Spanish and Latvian) and Italian, added because the 

SMOOTH project attract a lot of attention on that country, even if none of the SMOOTH 

partners are placed on the country. 

However, the platform is ready to add new languages in an easy way if the platform is to 

be commercialized in a different country. 

 

3.4.2.1.- Creating a new engine 

The different engines are stored into the “engines” package. All the engines are 

implemented as classes that inherit from the “Engine” class and implement two methods: 

 

def load(self): The load method is in charge of the preloading of all the different algorithms, 

models and resources needed to apply the detection of personal data. The preloading is 

required because some of the models may need more time for loading than for their 

execution, so, we need to have them in memory when the detection is required to avoid 

unnecessary delays. 

 

def check(self, file): The check method is the core of the detection. It is in charge of the analysis 

of the data file where we have to find personal data. This method first opens the data file 

(using the utilities created for that), it identifies the columns and rows and evaluate value 

by value if each piece of information contains personal data by calling all the possible 

detection algorithms.  

 

Finally, this method is in charge of deciding the different data types in each column by 

applying majority voting and prepare the results. In order to accept a data identified as 

correct we have selected the minimum percentage of fields that should be identified in 

each column from a single data type. This percentage has been selected empirically 

evaluating the different data sources available. 
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3.4.2.2.- Registering the engine 

After the engine has been created and tested, it can be added to the whole analysis pipeline 

by modifying the main.py file. In the main method, the ISO 3166-1 Alpha2 code of the 

country should be added to the languages list. Moreover, we have to modify the 

loadEngine method of the EngineWrapper class as in the following example: 

 

if language == "es": 

    if __name__ == '__main__': 

        engine = EngineSpanish() 

        engine.load() 

        self.engines[lang] = engine 

 

3.4.3.- Adding new data types for the discovery. 

The other way we can extend the SMOODATA module is by adding other data types to be 

detected. For the SMOODATA module we developed solutions for the data types identified 

in the D2.1, however, some of those data types were removed from the platform as a legal 

decision: the risk of having special categories of personal data such as “health data” or 

“health info” uploaded to the SMOOTH platform is higher than the benefits obtained from 

the platform.  

In this section we indicate how to generate and register new algorithms to identify data 

types. Finally, since some of the algorithms to detect that kind of data were developed 

before the decision to remove than was final, we add some indications and code to can 

detect that kind of data using advanced NLP techniques.  

 

3.4.3.1.- Creating a new detection algorithm 

The different algorithms are stored in the package with the language name into the engines 

folder (right now, four packages are available: Spanish, Italian, English and Latvian). All the 

algorithms are instances of the class Algorithm that implements 3 methods: 

 

def load(self): This method is the responsible for the “pre-loading” of all the information 

needed to run the algorithm. For instance, the module loads the different dictionary lists 

needed to detect the names, or in the case of a ML model, it loads the ML model in the 

memory of the computer. 
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def getName(self): This simple method returns the name of the data detected by the algorithm 

with the standardized name. It is used to report the results for the final output of the 

module. 

 

def checkValue(self, value): This method is the core method of the algorithm. It receives a single 

text value and returns, either, True if it identifies the value as being the type of data 

necessary, and False, if the value is not recognized.  

 

3.4.3.2.- Registering the algorithm 

To register the algorithm, we have to modify our instance of the Engine to add the 

algorithm to the algo list like in the following example: 

 

algo = NameChecker() 

algo.load("./engines/English/data/") 

self.algorithms[algo.getName()] = algo 

 

The algorithm should indicate the path were the data or model is stored. Afterwards, the 

engine will call all the algorithms stored into the self.algorithms list.  

 

3.4.3.3.- Analyzing special types of data 

 

During the development of SMOOTH, we have tested three different technologies for the 

detection of data in free text. 

First, we tried the TransRev technology4 to try to obtain the types of data in an 

unsupervised way by understanding the relations among data fields; however, the amount 

of data available for the development was not enough. Thus, we modified our focus to 

other more stablished technologies. 

                                                 

4 https://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007/978-3-030-45439-5_16 

https://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007/978-3-030-45439-5_16
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We first trained a model using Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) to identify the topics, but 

the accuracy obtained was not sufficient so we move to a solution based on the BERT 

model. 

We address the task of classifying text sentences in two categories, those that are related 

to topic we want to check (i.e., medicine and healthcare) and those that are not. The 

challenge is that the majority of text does not belong to the category to be checked, 

resulting in a highly class imbalanced dataset. To address these challenges we use the 

recently proposed the BERT transformer model5 which leverages large amounts of textual 

information by pre-training. 

BERT is a contextual language model, pertained on the entire English Wikipedia and the 

Books Corpus dataset. The BERT model consists of a Transformer Encoder6 model with 

learnable positional encoding. During pre-training, the model learns two tasks 1. Masked 

Language Model and 2. Next Sentence Prediction. In the masked language model task, 15 

percent of the tokens (linguistic units generated by a tokenizer) received as input to the 

model are replaced randomly by a [MASK] token. All these tokens are mapped to an 

embedding using an embedding layer. The embedding is added to the positional 

embedding and is then fed to the self-attention mechanism. The transformer model applies 

multiple layers of multi-head self-attention mechanism, which allows it to model 

correlations between one token and every other token, which is used to predict the correct 

token in place of [MASK] tokens. The BERT model learns about 120 million parameters. In 

the next sentence prediction task, the model receives two sentences separated by a [SEP] 

token and the task is to classify whether the second sentence follows the first. During pre-

training, negative instances are obtained by randomly choosing a next sentence.  A new 

token termed the [CLS] token is added to the beginning of the first sentence. The output 

representation (768 dimensional embedding) of the [CLS] token is used to classify whether 

the next sentence follows the first or not. This works well because the transformer 

architecture captures interactions between [CLS] tokens and all other tokens. Pre-training 

involves learning both tasks simultaneously on large corpus of texts that include the entire 

English Wikipedia and the Book Corpus. Refer to [1] for additional details. 

The next step involves applying the pre-trained model to our text classification task. To do 

the same, we input a sentence to the pre-trained BERT model along with the [CLS] token 

                                                 

5 Devlin, Jacob, et al. "Bert: Pre-training of deep bidirectional transformers for language 

understanding." arXiv preprint arXiv:1810.04805 (2018). 

6 Vaswani, Ashish, et al. "Attention is all you need." Advances in neural information processing 

systems. 2017. 
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and use the [CLS] output representation to classify whether the sentence belongs to 

medical category or not. We train the model on the text data which allows the model to 

use information captured in its previously learned pre-trained 120 million parameters 

(weights) and adapt them for learning the new task. This is also termed as fine tuning. Thus 

we fine tune the model on our text classification problem. The fine-tuned model is directly 

applied on the test data to predict whether the text sentence is related to the category 

under study (i.e., healthcare related info) or not. This pre-training allows the model to 

tackle the problem of class imbalance, which is evidenced by the extremely high F1 score 

on the test data. This happens because the model has seen enough articles related to that 

category (i.e., healthcare) during the pre-training phase, which makes it easier to recognize 

such articles during prediction.    

Even when it was decided not to support that kind of data in the platform, we provide the 

source code necessary to train the correct classifiers in case anyone exploiting the platform 

decide to include support for the special cases of personal data. 

3.4.4.- Testing the solution 

We performed a thorough evaluation of the solution developed inside SMOODATA. Going 

from the simplest to a complex “real world” evaluation, we are adapting the algorithms 

and engines to be able to properly handle all the datasets available.  

We started doing unit tests over single algorithms with examples manually created. Then, 

we used synthetic data to test the whole behavior of the engines and finally, we used real 

data coming from the real MENTs participating in the trials to finish the fine-tuning of the 

algorithms. 

 

3.4.4.1.- Unit tests 

After each algorithm was developed, it was individually tested with a small set of examples 

manually created. It helped us in the debugging of the different algorithms. We fine-tuned 

our algorithms in order to cover, at least, of the possible values tested, avoiding both false 

negatives and false positives.  

 

3.4.4.2.- Synthetic data 

After the algorithms were manually tested using individual unit test, we pass to test the 

entire system’s results with synthetic data. The generation of synthetic data is a very 

complex problem, probably as complex as the Smooth project itself. To overtake this 
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problem, we looked for existing sources of public data on the Internet that include different 

personal data. 

We found the website https://fake-it.ws/ that provide synthetic personal data. It is 

intended to be used by users that want to register in online services without indicating their 

real data. This website provides data as different as names, addresses or bank related data 

for a single person. Moreover, it provides the service with data of different countries, 

including Spain, Italy, Latvia, UK or Ireland.  

We developed a web crawler able to continuously access the website downloading the data 

for a “fake” person. That way, we generate a dataset with data of more than one thousand 

“fake” people for each one of the countries supported by the platform. 

We tried the whole solution with those datasets and adapted the behavior of the engines 

and algorithms to be able to correctly identify all the data types in the tests. 

 

3.4.4.3.- Continuous evaluation 

Finally, we tried the solution with the real data uploaded to the platform by the real MENTs 

after they have finished the report. The idea of this test is two ways, first, to assess the 

solution and confirm the results it gives, second, and more important, to improve the 

module by discovering and solving problems. 

To this end, we developed a software that connect to the logs offered by the platform, and 

give us access to the original data file uploaded by the MENT and executes the module to 

provide us with the results. We have periodically run our testing software to check the 

result for all the MENTs. 

During these tests, we have discovered different errors that were corrected. Most of the 

errors were related with false positives obtained because several common words can be 

names or surnames (i.e., “Partner” is a valid surname in England). 

We are correcting those cases to avoid them to happen in the future. We plan to continue 

this testing, evaluation and correction until the end of the project. 

 

3.5.- Interfaces to other modules or external systems 

This module will communicate its results to both the re-identification risk module of WP4 

(See next section) and the platform described in WP6. It will use the following REST API: 

 

https://fake-it.ws/
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Method/URL [POST] /smoodata/result 

Description  POST Request used to save the analysis result from SMOODATA 

     Request Body 

Name Description 

ID The ID of the MENT to be analysed 

Country The country of the analysis 

dataPath Path to the data analysed 

datasetResult The results obtained from the analysis 

Response Body 

Name Description 

success Informs about the call process result (true/false) 

message Add information about the call process result 

Example 

Method/URL [POST] /smoodata/result 

Header Content-Type: application/json 

Body 

{'Country': 'Spain',  

'dataPath': '/company/wp4/theFilecsv',  

'ID': CX231451235234,  

datasetResult: { 

'postalAddress': [{'columnNum:': 1, 'predictionScore': 78.22177822177822, 'examples': 

['Praza Yaiza, 53, 10º D', 'Carrer Oquendo, 9, Ático 2º', 'Passeig Marc, 8, Bajo 1º', 'Plaça 

Leyre, 902, 6º E', 'Rúa Adame, 9, 2º E']}, {'columnNum:': 8, 'predictionScore': 

87.71228771228772, 'examples': ['Ronda Bañuelos, 640, 0º D, 82152, Guillen de las Torres', 

'Praza Nahia, 40, 8º 5º, 14127, O Núñez del Mirador', 'Ruela Abad, 9, 73º A, 17999, Villa 

Verduzco de Arriba', 'Plaça Martín, 9, Ático 6º, 98650, Los Silva de Lemos', "Praza Alejandro, 

4, Entre suelo 3º, 59627, L' Arredondo de Ulla"]}],  

'name': [{'columnNum:': 6, 'predictionScore': 92.4075924075924, 'examples': ['Las 

Valladares', 'La Gutiérrez', 'Chávez de la Sierra', 'A Valladares', 'Leyva del Barco']}, 
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{'columnNum:': 10, 'predictionScore': 64.13586413586414, 'examples': ['Bustamante y 

Pelayo SA', 'Gaitán, Hernández y Solano SRL', 'Pabón y Galán SA', 'Moya y Moral', 'Montero 

de Carbonell']}, {'columnNum:': 30, 'predictionScore': 48.85114885114885, 'examples': 

['Martos', 'Amaya', 'Yáñez', 'Rivas', 'Niño']}, {'columnNum:': 31, 'predictionScore': 

94.4055944055944, 'examples': ['Álvaro Pelayo', 'Sergio Cortez', 'Angela Garza', 'Julia 

Dueñas', 'Miguel Espinoza']}],  

'phoneNumber': [{'columnNum:': 11, 'predictionScore': 99.9000999000999, 'examples': 

['+34 674-717014', '+34 929-81-9111', '+34 987 87 6368', '940-602072', '957 95 6573']}, 

{'columnNum:': 33, 'predictionScore': 83.41658341658342, 'examples': ['+34 983-02-6698', 

'+34 629780143', '+34 669-752701', '658 699501', '+34 919 75 5748']}],  

'success': 1} 

 

Response 

{ 

    “success”: “true”, 

    “message”: “Results correctly saved” 

} 

 

 

3.6.- Limitations 

The algorithms are thought to work with the typical data stored by MENTs, so, they expect 

to find limited number of rows with consistent data. 

Our algorithms only work with structured data (database, excel, etc.), but they do not work 

in the case of free text or other complex documents. However, since the file reading was 

detached from the algorithms to accept different data format, it would be possible to place 

a pre-analysis before the algorithms to support some specific kinds files. 

Finally, as stated before, the solution is not ready for MENTs storing data belonging to the 

special categories of data. If a DPA or other entity wants to offer the service to companies 

storing that kind of data (i.e., pharmacies or clinics) they should extend the existing 

software using the guide provided above. 
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3.7.- Source Code 

The current source code can be found in the general gitlab of the platform. The NLP code 

used to generate detectors for complex data is stored in 

https://privacyaware.nlehd.de/smooth/ . The password to access the code can be 

requested to roberto.gonzalez@neclab.eu . 

 

 

 

  

https://privacyaware.nlehd.de/smooth/
mailto:roberto.gonzalez@neclab.eu
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4.- SMOODATA: Re-identification risk analysis and 

recommendation for data minimization 

Identification of Personal sensitive data is not sufficient as non-personal data points can be 

used to re-identify an individual. These are called quasi identifiers and can pose a privacy 

risk in the data. This module will help the MENTs with analyzing the current re-

identification risk using a simple risk category which will be part of the final report shown 

to the MENTs. The risk-category indicates what is the re-identification risk in their data and 

they should not share this data in as is format with third party if the risk is High. 

4.1.- System Goals and Objectives 

Based on the identified personal sensitive identifiers and quasi identifiers SMOODATA will 

evaluate privacy risks for each data item and produce a report. In accordance with the 

literature, the system will consider three main and broad classes of privacy risks: 

(1) Re-identification: this is the capability of linking a specific row of a database to an 

individual. 

(2) Membership disclosure: this allows an attacker to determine if an individual is 

contained in a dataset. This kind of attack is more serious in case of sensitive 

datasets like some dataset which contains information of all users having a certain 

critical illness. 

(3) Attribute disclosure: This allows an attacker to determine the association of an 

attribute to an individual.  

For what concerns the re-identification risk, the system will three different threat models 

based on the motive and resources available to the attacker. These are identified in 

literature as: 

(a) Prosecutor Risk: In this attack scenario the attacker aims to identify a specific 

person based on some pre-existing knowledge about the person. 

(b) Journalist Risk: In this scenario, the attacker wants to identify an individual based 

on access to other public available information. 

(c) Marketer Risk: This scenario involves identifying as many individuals as possible 

from the data even if there are chance of some miss identification. 

All the three scenarios have an impact on the overall risk of re-identification. 

As part of SMOODATA tool, the system will try to evaluate the risk under each scenario 

based on the direct identifiers and quasi-identifiers and produce a report containing an 

average assessment of risk status. 
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The system will also propose feasible solutions to reduce the risk by doing assisted data 

minimization by providing recommendations. 

4.2.- Module Functionality 

The main functionality of this module will be to run the various privacy-risk assessment 

algorithms in an efficient way to quickly estimates the re-identification risks in the dataset 

uploaded by the MENTs.  

The input to the system, besides the dataset uploaded by the MENT, is constituted by the 

personal and direct identifier columns automatically identified by the previous module of 

SMOODATA.  

The output of the system is a simple category specifying the re-identification risk present 

in the data. There are three categories of risk currently shown by the system to the users: 

 

1) Low: The average re-identification risk is below 30 percent. 

2) Medium: The average re-identification risk is below 50%. 

3) High: The average reidentification risk is above 50%. 

 

Below is a flow diagram of the system.  
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Figure: Flow diagram for risk assessment 

4.3.- Proposed System 

This module is built on top an existing open source library called ARX which is a current 

state of the art tool to find the privacy risk involved with the data. Finding k-anonymity is 

straight forward and is estimated using the distinct row count for each columns and 

combination of columns. We use the functions in ARX library to find all the equivalence 

classes (EC) and its size. The average risk is calculated using following formula. 

Average risk= 
1

𝐴𝑣𝑔 𝐸𝐶 𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒
. 

 

As we built by extending the ARX library find below a class diagram of the new classes we 

built and how it extends the ARX classes (all ARX classes are in the form ARXClassName): 
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Figure: Class Diagram 

 

4.3.1.- Testing of the system 

In order to perform the system, test we used unit test approach to test the functionality of 

each extended class function we created, the details are given in section 4.3.1.1. The 

system test details are given in section 4.3.1.2 

 

4.3.1.1.- Unit tests 

We tested following functionalities in the system using manual Unit testing: 

1) Data Preparation: We tested the system is able to remove specified columns from the given 

data csv file. This functionality was used to remove the sensitive data already identified by 

Module 3 and then run the re-identification risk using remaining non-sensitive data. 
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2) Risk Calculator: We tested that from the prepared data the risk is getting calculated 

properly without any issue.  

3) File Format Checker: We also tested the json validator code to check if it works on the valid 

json and throws appropriate error message in case of invalid or corrupt json.  

 

4.3.1.2.- System Test 

The entire system was tested by running the REST API end point using the synthetic data 

created in 3.4.2. The risk factor was high for the synthetic data hence we used data 

anonymization feature in ARX to anonymize the data. With the anonymized synthetic data, 

the risk factor was coming as Medium and Low. 

 

4.4.- Interfaces to other modules or external systems 

This module has integration with the result workflow service and uses an AKKA HTTP REST 

API and JSON to communicate. The result workflow service sends the analysis result done 

in Section 3 to this module. The REST API request and response samples are given below: 

 

Method/URL [POST] /smoodata/analyzeRisk 

Description  POST Request used to get the risk category 

     Request Body 

Name Description 

caseID Internal ID used to identify the case to be analysed 

dataPath Path of the data csv file to be analysed 

country Country for which the data is 

results  The result json from the previous module with sensitive columns identified  

Response Body 

Name Description 

riskResult The identified risk category  
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caseID Internal ID used to identify the case to be analysed 

dataPath Path of the data csv file that was analysed. 

Example 

Method/URL [POST] /smoodata/result 

Header Content-Type: application/json 

Body 

 

{ 

 "country": "Spain", 

 "dataPath": "/data/sampleData.csv", 

 "ID": " AB315D5E ", 

 "results": [ 

     { 

         "type": "race", 

         "columns": [ 

             { 

                 "columnNum": 2, 

                 "predictionScore": 27.772227772227772, 

                 "examples": [ 

                     "282-Negro", 

                     "841-Blanco", 

                     "779-Negro", 

                     "111-Negro", 

                     "648-Negro" 

                 ] 

             } 

         ] 

     } 

 ] 

} 
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Response 

{ 

        "riskResult":"High", 

         "ID":"AB315D5E", 

         "dataPath": "/data/sampleData.csv " 

} 

 

4.5.- Limitations 

The following limitations exit in the proposed module: 

1) We assume a relational table (given as csv file) as input and non-structured data is 

not supported. 

2) For efficiency, all the computations are done in memory and we have tested the 

system with 100k rows in a table for a 16GB RAM server. In case of larger tables, a 

bigger server would be required with high memory. Currently the implementation 

is not on distributed computing based so only vertical scaling of the platform is 

possible.  

4.6.- Source Code 

The current source code can be found in the general gitlab of the platform. The source code 

of the GUI components developed as part of the research part of the project to give a 

dashboard view and recommendation for user interaction is available in 

https://ice.eurecat.org/gitlab/consultoria-tecnologica/smooth the repository access can 

be requested to rosa.araujo@eurecat.org. 

 

5.- CONCLUSION 

D4.3 presented the final design and results of the development of the tools developed for 

SMOODATA. The solution is divided in 3 different (but interrelated) modules: 

A system that allows the MENTs to upload their data to the SMOOTH platform in an easy 

and secure way. The direct contact with the MENTs has evinced their lack of technical 

knowledge and control over their own systems. To handle this problem, the user interface 

is accompanied by a set of tutorials that allow users to obtain data from the most common 

https://ice.eurecat.org/gitlab/consultoria-tecnologica/smooth
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systems used by MENTs (i.e., mysql, moodle and phpmyadmin). Moreover, we discovered 

MENTs might use completely different formats for their files. To avoid problems, we 

implemented a service that is able to infer the format (both the codec used and the data 

structure) to generate a standardized version of the files. It would allow the addition of 

new data formats without the need of changes in the detection algorithms. 

A set of algorithms able to identify if an individual piece of text belongs to one of the data 

categories protected by the GDPR covered by SMOODATA. Those algorithms use different 

text analysis techniques such as the evaluation of regular expressions, the use of 

dictionaries or the application of NLP techniques. They will make use of the data uploaded 

by the users. 

The different languages supported in SMOOTH has been implemented (Spanish, Italian, 

English and Latvian). Moreover, a complete guide on how to extend the platform in order 

to detect personal data in different languages or to detect different types of personal data 

is included in this document. 

Finally, using the data uploaded by the users and the information identified by the machine 

learning algorithms, a different module will analyse the re-identification risks in the 

databases of the MENTs allowing them to minimize their risks. To facilitate the 

interpretation of these results, a simple indication of the risk (low/medium/high) has been 

calculated and is sent to the final report. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


